Background {#Sec1}
==========

Acute-on-chronic liver failure (ACLF) is a form of liver disease resulting in acute deterioration of liver function in patients with chronic liver disease and subsequently multiple organ failure over a period of weeks, and high short term mortality \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. The prevalence of non-alcoholic related ACLF is not well documented, however, it is reported that 9--32 % of Indian population have non-alcoholic related fatty liver diseases with higher frequency in obese and diabetic patients, which is suggestive of higher prevalence of ACLF in non-alcoholic liver diseases \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]. ACLF often presents with liver failure as the first evidence of liver disease, manifested by serious complications and, subsequently, by hepatic encephalopathy (HE) \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\]. This syndrome is generally thought to result from neuronal dysfunction, diminished cerebral metabolism, morphological changes in astrocytes, and neuronal loss, leading to functional deficits of varying severity ranging from subtle minimal changes to severe coma \[[@CR8]--[@CR12]\].

ACLF offers considerable potential to affect**s** the cortical areas by significant tissue injury due to loss of neurons and other supporting cells. Except for the nature of tissue changes and brain metabolites alteration, regional cortical thickness integrity in ACLF patients is unknown. Previously, reduced gray matter density and cortical thickness have been reported in chronic liver disease patients with minimal HE and history of overt HE \[[@CR10], [@CR13]--[@CR17]\]. So far, no study is available in other forms of liver failure such as in ACLF with severe HE. Precise determination of regional cortical thicknesses changes may assist evaluation of processes underlying the deficient functional characteristics in ACLF patients.

Neuroimaging and proton MR spectroscopy (^1^H MRS) techniques have been used to characterize the brain tissue injury and altered cerebral metabolites in patients with ACLF \[[@CR18]--[@CR21]\]. A majority of patients with HE generally show no visible abnormalities on conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), except for hyperintensities on T1-weighted images in the deep gray matter due to deposition of manganese \[[@CR22]--[@CR24]\]. On diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies, these patients have shown reduced fractional anisotropy (a marker of microstructural tissue integrity), and altered mean diffusivity (indicator of water diffusion), in multiple brain areas, suggestive of the presence of abnormal tissue structures and cerebral edema \[[@CR18]\]. On ^1^H MRS significantly decreased *N*-acetyl aspartate (NAA), myoinositol (mI) and increased glutamate/glutamine (Glx) levels were observed in these patients \[[@CR19]\]. Higher Glx levels in brain is associated with increased brain's glutamine concentration which results from detoxification of ammonia and is associated with neuropsychological changes \[[@CR25]\], while NAA is a marker of neuronal density/function, and mI provides information about glial cells activation/proliferation \[[@CR26]\].

Voxel based morphometric analyses have been used to quantify the brain's structural changes in various pathologies. The regional gray matter volume and tissue integrity assessed with voxel-based morphometric analysis may be influenced by analytical differences in extra-cortical cerebrospinal fluid and surface curvature/complexities. An alternative approach is to examine regional cortical thicknesses, which can be performed with specialized software designed to quantify the regional cortical thickness changes, and such assessment is provided by FreeSurfer software \[[@CR27]\].

In the current study, we aim to evaluate the regional cortical thicknesses and brain metabolites profiles in patients with ACLF in comparison with those of normal volunteers. We also assess the effect of conservative treatment on cortical thickness and metabolites profile after clinical recovery in these patients. Since these patients have increased blood ammonia level and high oxidative stress due to end stage liver disease that can act as a neurotoxin, we hypothesized that reduced cortical thickness and brain metabolites level would appear in ACLF over control subjects, especially in the cortical areas serving autonomic, motor, and cognitive functions, and that will improve after clinical recovery.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Participants {#Sec3}
------------

Institutional ethical committee approved the study protocols. Informed consent was obtained from the nearest kin of all patients, as well as from individual controls, after explaining the nature and purpose of the MRI study. Fifteen patients with ACLF (males/females; 12/3, mean age 42 ± 8.4 years) and 10 age/sex matched healthy controls (males/females; 8/2, mean age 39 ± 13.0 years) underwent brain MRI, clinical and biochemical examination. Out of 15 patients, 10 patients underwent repeat brain MRI and cognitive assessment after clinical recovery at 3 weeks of conservative treatment and were considered as clinically recovered. Demographic and clinical data of ACLF patients are summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. ACLF was diagnosed when there was evidence of an acute hepatic insult manifesting as jaundice and coagulopathy, complicated within 4 weeks by ascites and/or encephalopathy in a patient with previously diagnosed or undiagnosed chronic liver disease \[[@CR28]\]. West Haven criteria were used to grade the HE in these patients \[[@CR29]\]. In order to establish the presence, severity, etiology and complications of the liver disease, blood tests including differential blood counts, liver and renal function tests, ascitic fluid examination, serologic tests for hepatotropic viruses, investigations for metabolic liver diseases and other investigations were performed. The exlusion criteria were as follows: patients with prior porta-systemic shunt surgery, prior neurological or psychiatric illness, active use of medications for psychiatric illnesses, significant alcohol intake (\>40 gm/day in men, \>20 gm/day in women) over 6 months prior to imaging, ultrasonographic evidence of a mass lesion in the liver suggestive of hepatocellular carcinoma, biliary obstruction or suspected sepsis at presentation and unsatisfactory image acquisition caused by motion artifacts. Both ACLF and control subjects were also excluded from the study if they were claustrophobic, or carried non-removable metal, such as braces, embolic coils, pacemakers/implantable cardioverter-defibrillators, stents.Table 1Characteristics and outcome of patients with acute-on-chronic liver failureCasesAge/sexChronic etiologyAcute etiologyGrade of HEJaundice-HE interval (days)Outcome\#145/FCryptogenicHEV23Discharged\#241/MCryptogenicHEV24Discharged\#348/MCryptogenicHEV24Discharged\#450/MWilson diseaseATT42Discharged\#550/MHBVHBV125Discharged\#644/MCryptogenicUnknown220Discharged\#730/MHBVHBV24Discharged\#835/FCryptogenicHBV34Discharged\#950/FCryptogenicHAV33Discharged\#1050/MHBVHBV22Deceased\#1132/MHCVHEV49Deceased\#1235/MCryptogenicHEV414Discharged\#1325/MCryptogenicUnknown423Deceased\#1447/MCryptogenicUnknown312Deceased\#1548/MCryptogenicUnknown114Deceased*HBV* hepatitis B virus, *HEV* hepatitis E virus, *HCV* hepatitis C virus, *HE* hepatic encephalopathy

Neuropsychological (NP) test was performed to evaluate cognitive functions in post recovery ACLF patients compared to controls. We performed a well-established trial making test and Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS)-P tests on these subjects, which can assess visual motor coordination, concentration, mental speed, memory and attention. We were unable to perform NP test at baseline study because these patients were encephalopathic and unconscious.

Management protocol {#Sec4}
-------------------

All patients were managed according to a standard protocol, which includes close monitoring and meticulous optimization of all metabolic derangements \[[@CR30]\]. Oxygenation was continuously monitored in each patient using pulse-oximeter and the blood glucose level was monitored 6-hourly using a glucometer. Vital parameters, neurological status and signs of raised intracranial pressure (ICP) were monitored 4-hourly. Aggressive correction of any hypoglycemia, hyponatremia or hypokalemia was performed according to standard guidelines. Patients with ACLF who had clinical evidence of raised ICP received intravenous mannitol at a dose of 1--1.5 gm/kg/24 h, divided into four boluses, for up to 48--72 h.

Magnetic resonance imaging data acquisition {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------

All patients and controls underwent whole brain MRI on a 3.0 Tesla MR scanner (HDXT, Signa, General Electric technologies Systems, Milwaukee, WI) using an 8-channel head coil. Patients transported for MR imaging accompanied with a staff trained in resuscitation, critical care and with life-support facilities on standby and ventilation support were started if they were unable to maintain atrial PaO2 \>60 mmHg or SaO2 \>90. None of the patients received any kind of sedation and/or muscle paralyzing agents during imaging. Routine brain MRI studies including fast spin echo T2-weighted images with repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE)/number of excitations (NEX) = 5660 ms/98 ms/3, and T1-weighted fast spin echo images with TR/TE/NEX = 1950 ms/8.4 ms/1 were performed. High-resolution T1-weighted brain images were also acquired using a fast spoiled gradient recalled echo (FSPGR) pulse sequence (TR = 8.4 ms; TE = 3.32 ms; inversion time = 400 ms; flip angle = 13°; matrix size = 512 × 512; field of view = 240 × 240 mm^2^; slice-thickness = 1.0 mm) from each subject. ^1^H MRS was performed using single voxel point resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) method with following parameters---TR/TE = 3000 ms/35 ms and number of averages = 64. A voxel of 2 × 2 × 2 cm^3^ was placed mainly in the right basal ganglion region of the brain in all subjects. Both T1-, and T2-weighted images were examined for any gross brain pathology such as cysts, tumors, or any other mass lesions, and presence of such anomaly was used as an exclusion criteria. None of the patients and control subjects included in this study showed any major pathology.

Measurements of cortical thicknesses {#Sec6}
------------------------------------

High-resolution T1-weighted brain images were used to measure the regional cortical thicknesses in all subjects by applying cross sectional pipeline of FreeSurfer (v 5.3.0), as described in detail elsewhere \[[@CR27]\]. Briefly, high-resolution T1-weighted brain images volumes from each subject were converted into FreeSurfer data format. Data processing included removal of non-brain tissue using a hybrid watershed/surface deformation procedure, automated Talairach transformation, intensity normalization, segmentation of sub-cortical white and deep gray matter tissue types, tessellation of the gray and white matter boundaries, automated topology correction, and surface deformation (<http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/>). To measure changes in the cortical thickness between baseline and follow-up scans of ACLF patients, images were processed using the FreeSurfer longitudinal pipeline \[[@CR31]\] (<http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/LongitudinalProcessing>). All subjects' processed data were manually evaluated to ensure no brain areas were excluded. Similarly, gray, white, and pial boundaries were visually assessed, and if needed, edits were made to correct misidentified regions. In most subjects, only minor edits were required to remove non-brain areas after automatically detected skull strip procedures.

^1^H-MR spectroscopy data processing {#Sec7}
------------------------------------

For evaluation and quantification of all individual spectra, the LC- Model software package (Version 6.0) was used \[[@CR32]\]. The absolute concentration of NAA, Glx, and mI were calculated.

Statistical analysis {#Sec8}
--------------------

### Demographic and clinical variables {#Sec9}

IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (IBM SPSS, v 16, Chicago, IL, USA) was used for statistical analyses. Subjects' demographic, clinical, and neuropsychological profiles were assessed by independent samples t-tests and Chi square. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to compare ^1^H MRS derived metabolites levels in different study groups. A p \< 0.05 value was considered statistically significant.

### Regional cortical thicknesses {#Sec10}

Gray matter surface maps were smoothed using a Gaussian kernel (FWHM, 15 mm). Regional changes in cortical thicknesses among different groups were examined using a vertex-by-vertex general linear model, implemented in FreeSurfer, with regional cortical thicknesses modeled as a function of groups, and age and gender included as covariates in the analysis (ANCOVA; p \< 0.05, false discovery rate corrections for multiple comparisons). The statistical parametric maps with regional cortical thickness differences were generated separately for the left and right hemispheres. Clusters with significant differences between groups were overlaid onto averaged inflated cortical surface maps for structural identification.

Results {#Sec11}
=======

Demographics {#Sec12}
------------

No significant differences were observed either in gender (p = 0.50) or age distribution (p = 0.38) among groups.

Clinical profile of ACLF patients {#Sec13}
---------------------------------

Clinical and biochemical profile of ACLF patients is summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The etiology of acute components in 15 patients with ACLF was hepatitis A (n = 1), hepatitis B (n = 4), hepatitis E (n = 5), antituberculosis drugs (n = 1) and unknown (n = 4), and the etiology of chronic liver disease was hepatitis B (n = 3), hepatitis C (n = 1), Wilson disease (n = 1), and cryptogenic (n = 10). At the time of imaging, 4 patients were in grade IV, 3 patients in grade III, 6 patients in grade II and 2 patients in grade I encephalopathy (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

Cortical thicknesses findings in controls, baseline and post recovery ACLF patients {#Sec14}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

At baseline study, ACLF patients showed significantly decreased cortical thickness in multiple brain areas both in the left and right hemisphere compared to those of controls. Regions with decreased cortical thickness in the left hemisphere were rostral middle frontal, superior frontal, pars triangularis, posterior cingulate, inferior temporal, lateral orbitofrontal, caudal middle frontal, precentral, entorhinal, superior temporal, inferior temporal, middle temporal, supramarginal, pars opercularis, supramarginal, pars opercularis, middle temporal, and inferior parietal (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}; Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), while in the right hemispheres these regions were- parahippocampal, rostral middle frontal, pars triangularis, lateral orbitofrontal, superior frontal, pars orbitalis, posterior cingulate, postcentral, precuneus, rostral middle frontal, superior temporal, precentral, superior frontal, caudal middle frontal, superior temporal (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}; Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Only the lingual region in the left hemisphere showed increased cortical thickness.Table 2Surface areas of significantly reduced cortical thickness in baseline ACLF over control from both hemispheresCluster no.Structures in areaMax t-statisticSize (mm^2^)TalXTalYTalZCortical thickness (Mean ± SD)ControlBaseline1LRostral middle frontal6.48965−42.729.130.12.45 ± 0.102.17 ± 0.112LSuperior frontal4.55935−9.663.213.72.66 ± 0.242.24 ± 0.163LPars triangularis4.521251−50.824.95.92.58 ± 0.132.29 ± 0.124LPosterior cingulate4.41162−10.9−2.639.82.60 ± 0.132.35 ± 0.175LInferior temporal4.31536−55.5−33.2−16.62.76 ± 0.172.48 ± 0.116LLateral orbitofrontal4.16284−12.442.6−21.92.16 ± 0.171.89 ± 0.117LCaudal middle frontal3.95264−422.448.52.65 ± 0.232.32 ± 0.138LPrecentral3.67229−55.1−3.238.82.69 ± 0.142.46 ± 0.109LEntorhinal3.5975−19.9−14.2−28.53.16 ± 0.182.80 ± 0.2010LSuperior temporal3.51137−63.5−30.17.32.68 ± 0.152.40 ± 0.1511LInferior temporal3.51454−41.2−0.2−36.83.30 ± 0.252.81 ± 0.2612LMiddle temporal2.99390−51.2−20.2−14.82.64 ± 0.252.33 ± 0.1313LSupramarginal2.8035−60−26.821.22.54 ± 0.172.38 ± 0.1314LPars opercularis2.7629−34.712.724.42.22 ± 0.172.01 ± 0.1015LSupramarginal2.6311−52.2−4743.92.63 ± 0.182.38 ± 0.1616LPars opercularis2.5915−44.25.27.82.67 ± 0.152.49 ± 0.1517LMiddle temporal2.5918−56.4−7.9−27.83.08 ± 0.242.78 ± 0.1718LLingual−2.5821−7.4−68.3−0.31.71 ± 0.131.97 ± 0.2319LInferior parietal2.545−39.7−68.535.12.45 ± 0.122.23 ± 0.171RParahippocampal5.7419123.3−23.6−23.22.93 ± 0.172.48 ± 0.162RRostral middle frontal5.2953735.945.721.62.27 ± 0.062.01 ± 0.123RPars triangularis5.1988854.326.19.12.63 ± 0.092.32 ± 0.144RLateral orbitofrontal4.9640215.535.5−242.24 ± 0.171.94 ± 0.115RSuperior frontal4.4527017.738.742.22.54 ± 0.082.27 ± 0.146RPars orbitalis3.9272840.251−7.22.53 ± 0.162.13 ± 0.227RPosterior cingulate3.84949.7−1.641.22.65 ± 0.182.36 ± 0.128RPostcentral3.4412161.5−9.730.52.46 ± 0.142.17 ± 0.169RPrecuneus3.44887.4−60.757.32.37 ± 0.162.11 ± 0.1710RRostral middle frontal3.4572523.154.621.12.30 ± 0.162.05 ± 0.1511RSuperior temporal3.4126351.6−18.1−5.42.77 ± 0.212.47 ± 0.1512RPrecentral2.916050.4−0.141.42.72 ± 0.222.41 ± 0.1713RSuperior frontal2.90657.937.442.52.81 ± 0.192.51 ± 0.2114RCaudal middle frontal2.83213113.947.82.46 ± 0.122.25 ± 0.1615RSuperior temporal2.732949.86.3−16.93.22 ± 0.332.74 ± 0.32Each area consists of adjacent voxels showing a significant group difference; some brain structures have more than one area of change. The magnitude of the peak (t statistic) in each area and its Tailarach coordinates (a standardized common brain space) are listed, together with the size (in normalized space) and the mean and SD of the cortical thickness for the control and baseline ACLF groups*L* left, *R* rightFig. 1Brain regions showing significantly reduced cortical thickness in baseline ACLF patients compare to control subjects in the left hemispheres overlaid on inflated pial surface, include rostral middle frontal (*1*), superior frontal (*2*), pars triangularis (*3*), posterior cingulate (*4*), inferior temporal (*5*), lateral orbitofrontal (*6*), caudal middle frontal (*7*), precentral (*8*), entorhinal (*9*), superior temporal (*10*), inferior temporal (*11*), middle temporal (*12*), supramarginal (*13*), pars opercularis (*14*), supramarginal (*15*), pars opercularis (*16*), middle temporal (*17*), lingual (*18*), and inferior parietal (*19*) and right hemispheres include parahippocampal (*1*), rostral middle frontal (*2*), pars triangularis (*3*), lateral orbitofrontal (*4*), superior frontal (*5*), pars orbitalis (*6*), posterior cingulate (*7*), postcentral (*8*), precuneus (9), rostral middle frontal (*10*), superior temporal (*11*), precentral (*12*), superior frontal (*13*), caudal middle frontal (*14*), and superior temporal (*15*)

At 3 weeks of clinical recovery, these patients still showed decreased cortical thickness in few brain sites as compared to those of controls (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These areas include posterior cingulate, middle temporal, superior frontal regions in the left hemisphere (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}; Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and paracentral, parahippocampal, lateral orbitofrontal, posterior cingulate regions in the right hemispheres (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}; Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2Brain regions showing significantly reduced cortical thickness in ACLF post recovery over control subjects in the left hemispheres overlaid on inflated pial surface, include posterior cingulate (*1*), middle temporal (*2*), and superior frontal (*3*) and right hemispheres include paracentral (*1*), parahippocampal (*2*), lateral orbitofrontal (*3*), and posterior cingulate (*4*)Table 3Surface areas of significantly reduced CT in ACLF post-recovery over control and increased CT in post-recovery over baseline from both hemispheresCluster No.Structures in areaMax t statisticSize (mm^2^)TalXTalYTalZThickness (mm), mean ± SDControlPost ACLF1LPosterior cingulate5.39279−5.8−13.939.22.77 ± 0.192.63 ± 0.162LMiddle temporal4.887196−45.63.8−34.33.27 ± 0.232.99 ± 0.213LSuperior frontal4.76862−111445.62.59 ± 0.162.54 ± 0.231RParacentral5.15316610.1−15.548.92.44 ± 0.122.42 ± 0.212RParahippocampal4.9285925.2−20.9−27.33.20 ± 0.313.03 ± 0.223RLateral orbitofrontal4.6715030.428.9−2.42.72 ± 0.122.62 ± 0.234RPosterior cingulate3.926175.1−12.539.42.65 ± 0.132.64 ± 0.24Cluster no.Structures in areaMax t statisticSize (mm^2^)TalXTalYTalZThickness (mm), mean ± SDBaseline ACLFPost ACLF1LLateral orbitofrontal−2.745577−2950.8−10.92.08 ± 0.152.33 ± 0.152LRostral middle frontal−2.63293−37.143.40.31.95 ± 0.122.12 ± 0.113LRostral middle frontal−2.24425−38.626.535.62.25 ± 0.102.35 ± 0.094LRostral middle frontal−2.21043−33.932.429.52.06 ± 0.122.24 ± 0.145LSuperior frontal−2.20459−8.162.216.92.25 ± 0.162.50 ± 0.176LLateral orbitofrontal−2.0134−35.925.6−17.72.31 ± 0.182.51 ± 0.121REntorhinal−3.9718521−11.2−29.22.89 ± 0.223.37 ± 0.222RSuperior frontal−2.313718.358.126.52.29 ± 0.182.53 ± 0.153RRostral middle frontal−2.2327419.75717.62.06 ± 0.212.30 ± 0.124RLateral orbitofrontal−2.0863617.139.4−18.92.04 ± 0.142.26 ± 0.205RPars triangularis−2.0108254.325.610.12.30 ± 0.142.50 ± 0.17Each area consists of adjacent voxels showing a significant group difference; some brain structures have more than one area of change. The magnitude of the peak (t statistic) in each area and its Tailarach coordinates (a standardized common brain space) are listed, together with the size (in normalized space) and the mean and SD of the cortical thickness for control and post recovery ACLF group. And baseline and post recovery ACLF group*CT* cortical thickness, *L* left, *R* right

In follow-up study, significantly increased cortical thicknesses in lateral orbitofrontal, rostral middle frontal, rostral middle frontal, rostral middle frontal, superior frontal, lateral orbitofrontal regions in the left hemisphere (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}; Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and in entorhinal, superior frontal, rostral middle frontal, lateral orbitofrontal, pars triangularis regions in the right hemisphere (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}; Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) were observed compared to those of baseline study. In follow-up study, our longitudinal FreeSurfer processing pipeline reduced the chances of positioning variation during data processing.Fig. 3Brain regions with scatter plots showing significantly increased cortical thickness in post recovery compare to baseline in the left hemispheres overlaid on inflated pial surface, include lateral orbitofrontal, rostral middle frontal, rostral middle frontal, rostral middle frontal, superior frontal, and Lateral orbitofrontal and right hemispheres, include entorhinal, superior frontal, rostral middle frontal, lateral orbitofrontal, and pars triangularis

Metabolites levels in controls, baseline and post recovery ACLF patients {#Sec15}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

At baseline, ACLF patients showed significantly decreased NAA (p = 0.001) and mI (p = 0.001), and increased Glx (p = 0.001) as compared to those of controls (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). At 3 weeks clinical recovery, these patients still showed significantly decreased NAA (p = 0.004), and mI (p = 0.001), and significantly increased Glx (p = 0.030) levels than those of controls (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). When compared to baseline metabolites level, only Glx level was significantly decreased (p = 0.024) in follow-up patients (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}).Table 4Mean and standard deviation of metabolites level in ACLF (baseline) compared to controls and follow−upGroupsMetabolites (mmol/kg)NAAMIGlxControl (a)12.9 ± 1.302.60 ± 0.5015.0 ± 2.50Baseline (b)10.9 ± 1.151.40 ± 0.6922.5 ± 5.41Follow−up (c)11.2 ± 1.001.72 ± 0.4118.1 ± 3.62p-values a vs ba − b = 0.001a −b = 0.001a − b = 0.001 a vs ca − c = 0.004a − c = 0.001a − c = 0.030 b vs cb − c = 0.424b − c = 0.184b − c = 0.024*NAA* *N*-acetyl aspartate, *mI* myo inositol, *Glx* glutamine/glutamate

Neuropsychological findings in controls and post recovery ACLF patients {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Neuropsychological tests were performed in controls and in follow-up ACLF patients after clinical recovery. Follow-up ACLF patients showed significantly higher NP tests score for trial making test (number connection test (NCT)-A, p = 0.002; NCT-B, p = 0.001; figure connection test (FCT)-A, p = 0.004 and p = 0.006) and lower NP tests score for Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS)-P (picture completion (PC), p = 0.001; digit symbol (DS), p = 0.001; block design (BD), p = 0.001; picture assembly (PA = , p = 0.001 and object assembly (OA), p = 0.003) compared to those of healthy controls (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4On *bar graphs* control subjects are showing significantly lower trail making test scores (NCT-A,B and FCT-A,B) and higher WAIS-P test scores (PC, DS, BD, PA and OA) as compared to post recovery ACLF after 3 weeks of conservative therapy

Discussion {#Sec17}
==========

In the current study, decreased cortical thickness was detected in multiple brain areas in ACLF patients compared to those of controls, suggesting loss of gray matter tissues. These cortical areas regulate various cognitive, autonomic, language, visual sensory and motor functions that are deficient in ACLF patients. The pathological processes contributing to the altered regional cortical thickness may be due to increased cerebral hyperammonemia, proinflammatory cytokines and free radicals resulting from diminished liver function and/or secondary to infection. Reduced cortical thickness in patients with ACLF can be better explained by the ex vivo histopathological analysis. Though, no brain histopathological study is available on ACLF patients, while one brain histopathological study in cirrhotic patients with end-stage-liver disease with and without alcoholic etiology showed brain atrophy and Alzheimer's type II astrocytosis \[[@CR33]\]. We suggest that decreased cortical thickness in ACLF patients may have similar brain changes, a contention that needs to be validated on animal models of ACLF and that opens an inquisitive area of research.

The current findings in ACLF patients are consistent with the previous MRI finding in patients with liver disease associated with minimal HE and history of overt HE, which showed decreased gray matter density and cortical thickness in various brain sites \[[@CR10], [@CR13]--[@CR15]\]. Chen et al., have showed decreased grey matter volume in many cortical areas in cirrhotic patients with a history of overt HE \[[@CR10]\] and suggested that the presence of Alzheimer type II astrocytosis in gray matter and a diffuse spongy degeneration of cortex might be responsible for neuronal damage and lead to gray matter atrophy. Another study performed by Guevara et al., using voxel based morphometric analysis observed reduced regional gray and white matter areas in multiple brain sites including cingulate, precuneus, temporal, occipital lobes and precentral in cirrhotic patients \[[@CR34]\]. Earlier, studies based on DTI and ^1^H MRS have showed significant abnormality in DTI metrics as well as metabolites level in patients with ACLF \[[@CR18]--[@CR21]\]. It has been suggested that the loss of neuronal and glial cells are responsible for these changes.

HE is a diffuse brain disease and influences all brain structures including both gray and white matter as well as deep brain structures such as basal ganglia \[[@CR11], [@CR13], [@CR14], [@CR16]--[@CR19], [@CR35]\]. Cortical structures and the limbic system structures (i.e. basal ganglia) interact via a relatively well understood and elaborate system of interconnections and damage to the basal ganglia can produce many of the same cognitive impairments as damage to the other cortical structures \[[@CR36]\]. We suggest that any changes in metabolites levels in basal gangalia would also reflect the metabolites changes in other cortical areas. In the current study, spectroscopic information from basal ganglia is used as a proxy to explain the plausible mechanistic pathway for cortical thickness changes in ACLF patients. On ^1^H-MR spectroscopy ACLF patients showed significantly decreased NAA, and mI while increased Glx, as compared to those of controls \[[@CR19]\]. Since NAA and mI are markers of neuronal and glial cells, respectively, the decreased concentration of these metabolites in ACLF suggests the contribution of decreased neuronal and glial cells density in cortical thickness loss. It has been reported that ammonia plays a key role in the pathogenesis of HE \[[@CR10], [@CR34]\]. Previous studies have demonstrated a correlation between altered brain metabolism and blood ammonia level in cirrhotic patients as well as in animal model \[[@CR37]--[@CR39]\]. Significantly increased brain Glx in ACLF patients, as observed in the current study as well as previous studies, reflects the increased ammonia level due to liver failure and this may initiate a cascade for the reduced cortical thickness in these patients. A study performed by Odeh et al., observed that TNF-α positively correlates with ammonia in patients with chronic liver disease \[[@CR40]\] and supports the hypothesis of ammonia being a factor for the pathogenesis of HE \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\]. Cauli et al., have showed that proinflammatory cytokines may alter the blood brain barriers (BBBs) and influence the synthesis of nitric oxides in astrocytic cells, resulting in increased diffusion of ammonia into the brain and subsequent development of HE and brain tissue loss \[[@CR43]\]. Recently, a number of studies have demonstrated that during HE, ammonia impairs BBBs permeability by generating excessive oxidative/nitrosative stress directly within the endothelial cells leading to activation of the matrix metalloproteinases and to increased paracellular passage of proteins \[[@CR44], [@CR45]\]. In ACLF patients significantly increased blood ammonia and inflammatory cytokines may synergistically responsible for the reduced cortical thickness in multiple brain sites. Further studies are required to explore the relationship between the regional reduction in cortical thickness, blood ammonia level and proinflammatory cytokines in these patients.

Follow-up study {#Sec18}
---------------

All the brain regions, which showed significantly decreased cortical thickness at baseline were tend to reversible in follow-up study. Only few brain regions showed significantly lower cortical thickness compared to those of controls. The other brain regions, which appear to be recovered, still showed non-significantly decreased cortical thickness in follow-up patients when compared to those of controls (data not shown). In post recovery group, partial recovery in NAA, and mI and significant recovery in Glx were observed compared to baseline, indicating a positive metabolic outcome in these patients in response to conservative treatment. However, compared to controls, they still showed significant differences in these metabolites levels. Incomplete normalization of ^1^H-MR spectroscopy profile in follow up study suggests that metabolic recovery lags behind the clinical recovery, and results also suggest that cortical thickness is a much more sensitive marker of clinical recovery.

Post recovery patients showed abnormal NP tests score as compared to healthy controls, suggesting persistence of abnormal cognitive functions which is consistent with previous study in overt HE \[[@CR46], [@CR47]\]. The abnormal NP test score in the follow-up patients can be explained based on the reduced cortical thickness in various brain regions, as well incomplete recovery of metabolites level. It has been proposed that systemic inflammatory response exacerbates the neuropsychological alterations induced by hyperammonemia and that the change in neuropsychological functions following induced hyperammonemia is greater in those with more severe inflammation \[[@CR48]\]. Presence of reduced cortical thickness and impaired cognitive functions in post recovery as compared to control, demonstrates that brain dysfunction induced by HE persisted after clinical resolution and provided a basis for further evolution of the disease.

Thiamine deficiency has been shown to occur in patients with liver diseases due to impaired metabolism and storage, decreased liver cell mass, along with decreased intake and poor absorption that results from chronic congestion in the mesenteric venous system. It has been demonstrated that reduced thiamine level influence the brain microstructures in ACLF patients and recovered after oral supplementation of thiamine \[[@CR20]\]. A study on rat animal model of thiamine deficiency showed recovery in brain neuronal damage following intraperitoneal supplementation of thiamine \[[@CR49]\]. Since all the ACLF patients enrolled in the current study received oral supplementation of thiamine as a part of their conservative treatment we suggest that improved liver functions secondary to thiamine may be responsible for the recovery of cortical thickness and metabolietes levels in ACLF patients.

It is important to mention some of the limitations of the current study, which include limited number of subjects, short duration of follow-up period, and lack of quantification of thiamine and ammonia levels in the blood.

Conclusions {#Sec19}
===========

Significantly reduced cortical thicknesses appeared in ACLF over controls in both brain hemispheres including frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobes. These multiple brain sites are involved in regulating various functions including cognitive, autonomic, language, visual sensory and motor functions. We suggest that neuronal loss and decreased cellular density due to increased cerebral hyperammonemia, proinflammatory cytokines and free radicals might be possible reasons for the reduced regional cortical thickness in these patients. Presence of reduced regional cortical thickness, altered metabolites and NP test scores in post recovery subjects as compared to controls suggest incomplete recovery over clinical characteristics. Further study in the animal model may be useful to assess this correlation, and may provide more accurate explanation for the reduced cortical thickness. Nevertheless, the current method can be easily implemented on clinical scanner to evaluate and monitor the brain tissue changes in patients with liver failure during the course of treatment.
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:   Proton MR Spectroscopy

NP
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:   hepatic encephalopathy
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:   intracranial pressure
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:   blood brain barrier
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